The Loudest Lullaby (You've Ever Heard)
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ONCE UP-O-N A TIME, WHEN FOLKS WENT BED-DY-BYE

F

LU-LA-BYES WERE AL-WAYS QUI-ET - (SHH)

G
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BUT NOW WE'VE FOUND A BRAND NEW BED-TIME SOUND
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AND YOU REAL-LY OUGHT TO TRY IT

Gsus

A TEMPO - ROCK THIS

C
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LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD WHEN IT'S

F

Ab

TIME FOR SLEEP - IN' IT'S THE LAT-EST WORD

C
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LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD IT'S THE

F

Ab

LOUD-EST LU-LA-BYE YOU'VE EVER HEARD
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WE'LL (TO)

ROCK - A - BYE _ YA BA - BY _ WITH A GARBAGE TRUCK
AND A LAWN BLOW A NOSE

THEN A MARCHING BAND IS GONNA MAKE YOU DAZE

SEND YOU OFF TO DREAMLAND WITH A SLAMMIN' DOOR

LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD WHEN IT'S TIME FOR SLEEPIN' IT'S THE LATEST WORD

LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD IT'S THE LOUDEST LULLA-BYE YOU'VE EVER HEARD
The Loudest Lullabye (You've Ever Heard)

You've had your fill o' Twinkle Twinkle Little Star

So now get down with your pillow and electric guitar

To

Loud Loud Loud Loud

It's the Loudest Lullabye you've ever heard

Repeat and Fade